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Summary

This Annual Report outlines the work done by BASC
members and partners between May 2013 and April
2014. Thanks to all who have put their time and
effort into delivering this valuable work.
I hope you enjoy reading this report of Green Shoots
in North Wales which is financially supported by
Natural Resources Wales, FWAG Cymru and BASC.

Audrey Watson
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Conservation work carried
out in 2013-14
Work has continued to concentrate on the following main
project areas:

Species-specific work – targeted conservation work
for water vole, dormice and red squirrel, and the control of
invasive non-native plants.

Connectivity – developing projects for hedgerow and
woodland planting; and fencing off river banks to protect
watercourses, connect woodlands and provide wildlife
corridors for less mobile species.

SSSI management – data gathering on the level of
predator control on an upland SSSI in order to relate this
to the breeding success of upland waders in the area.
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Summary of
conservation work by
members who reported
in 2013-14
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As in previous years, members have been asked to return
information on the amount of conservation work they have
done on their shooting land. The table below summarises
the work done by BASC members both independently and
with my direct assistance.

2013-14

2012-13

1,745

740

206

905

0

2,260

3,525

1,287

204

5

12,100

12,821

New ponds

2

5

Restored ponds

11

15

Cover crops (ha)

57.37

56

Creating field margins (m)

1,782

13,870

Fencing off rivers/streams
(m)

1,800

270

General bird boxes

140

255

Barn owl boxes

12

41

Bat boxes

30

39

42

15

102

85

New hedges (m)
Gapping up hedges (m)
Hedge laying (m)
Number of trees planted
not as woodland
Woodland planted (ha)
Rides in woodlands
created or managed (m)

Number of new mink
rafts/traps added in year
Mink caught (all trapping
methods
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In addition to this work, members were asked for any other work
or anything of interest wildlife-wise on their land. Many reported
having to clear up windblown trees after the winter storms and
some reported their mink rafts having been washed away by
floods so these have been replaced where requested.
In addition, three shoots have reported seeing pine marten, both
alive and dead on roads.
In conjunction with Chester Zoo, one shoot has planted cloned
black poplars along the river in an attempt to help increase the
population of this, Britain’s rarest native timber tree.
IMAGE BY CHESTER ZOO
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Project work
Water vole: mink trapping has been
expanded into some new areas this year
in response to reported mink problems.
The Dee Valley west of Corwen is a
particular hotspot and 28 mink have
already been culled on two main sites.
Overall returns show 102 mink culled in
2013-14, with many fewer being trapped
on the target area of the Llyn. As the
trapping effort has been the same, this
hopefully indicates that the numbers are
dropping in the area due to successful trapping of breeding adults.

n

traps and rafts in place

n

culled mink this year
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Dormice:
In the Denbighshire wood, the July 2013 check yielded two dormice and
one vacant nest – the first summer evidence found to date. I did clean
out a lot of birds’ nests to give the dormice the chance to start using the
boxes over the summer. In the last check of 2013 (October), we found
one male and more vacant nests, suggesting that there were still some
others around the wood but either foraging or had gone into hibernation
early as has been suggested for another site in 2013.

Red Squirrels:
Working with the Mammals in a Sustainable
Environment project and Red Squirrel Trust Wales,
traps were loaned to members in the key areas
around Clocaenog and Cynwyd Forests to trap grey
squirrels. A total of 335 were reported as being
trapped in these two areas (plus at least 257
reported culled by members in other areas
through their Annual Return form).
In an attempt to try to find evidence of
surviving populations of reds, feeder boxes with
wildlife cameras facing them were placed in one
wood for a short period and showed only grey
squirrels, jays and mice. We hope to put the
cameras back up again next Spring, perhaps in a
different part of the wood, where reds have been
sighted, and try to capture evidence of reds there.
IMAGE BY NORTHEASTWILDLIFE.CO.UK
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There are now around 150 nest boxes in suitable woods in the project
area and these are monitored each summer between May and October.
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While slightly outside the period of this Annual
Report, the second Big Dee Day - the Invasion - in
June was my main focus for work on invasive weeds
this year. With additional funding and the support of
a full time Dee Invasive Species Officer, the event
was even bigger and better than last year. The
launch was held over two days at Ty Mawr Country
Park and included demonstrations of scything,
strimming and spraying to help control Himalayan
Balsam and Japanese Knotweed. More than a

IMAGE BY GETHIN DAVIES

Invasive
non-native
plants
dozen Balsam pulling events were then organised
throughout July to get people involved and tackle the
problem at a landscape scale.
Members can log the presence of Himalayan Balsam
and Japanese Knotweed via Green Shoots Mapping
and, to date, five shoots have provided records of
Himalayan Balsam. Two of them have also provided
records of Japanese knotweed.
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Connectivity:
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Funding from Afonydd Cymru through their European
funded “Environmental Improvements to Sustain
Welsh Fisheries” project has enabled 400 m of the
Afon Wen river to be fenced off. The project aims to
prevent livestock poaching the bank and causing
erosion into the river. The river is an important
spawning ground for seatrout and siltation can result
in the compaction of the loose gravel that the fish
need in which to lay their eggs.
The fencing excludes cattle from the river channel
and alternative drinking is provided by two 400
gallon troughs with a mains water supply. There is a
gated crossing point that can act as a designated
drinking bay at the landowner’s discretion and
swinging gates prevent cattle entering the fenced
corridor.
The fenced corridor will aid the regeneration of
riparian vegetation giving valuable cover to the
juvenile fish, protecting them from predation.
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Predator Control on SSSI
I once again gathered data from vermin controllers across Hiraethog Mountain on the level of predator
control, in an attempt to correlate the number of foxes and corvids shot with the levels of breeding success of
upland waders on particular areas of the SSSI, as assessed by the RSPB.
Results for the second year, mainly provided by the four main hunts, showed at least 345 foxes and over 390
corvids were controlled. The total number of man hours to attain these results was over 2,000 hours.
There are still many gaps in the data and it has proved difficult to get enough detailed information to correlate
breeding success with actual locations of predators culled.
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Actions for 2014-15
The projects as described will continue into 2014-15. NRW have launched their new corporate and
business plan and we will seek to continue the work from 2015 onwards to deliver their priorities.
Invasive species and connectivity work are two such strands and so these will continue.
I will seek more joint projects with the Rivers Trust and NRW under the Water Framework Directive to
protect watercourses.
Members have asked for more grey squirrel and mink control training days, so I will hold some of these.
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Green Shoots Mapping
Don’t forget you can use Green Shoots Mapping to keep us up to date with the species and
habitats on your shoot. Please do have a look at the Green Shoots mapping site and sign up. It is
very easy. You request a password from the BASC website and then log in to Green Shoots
Mapping. You will see your original shoot already on there if you responded to the 2005 survey. All
you have to do is check the information (boundaries, species list etc) or delete the shoot if you no
longer shoot there. Importantly, you can also add additional areas where you have secured new
shooting. Mapping your information will provide great benefits for shooting as it updates
conservation knowledge and allows BASC to let you know of opportunities, such as new funding,
that might arise for improving the land for both shooting and conservation.
You can also create and download bespoke maps of your shoots and add all sorts of useful
information such as – drives, high seat positions, emergency access. Green Shoots Mapping can
be found under the conservation tab on the BASC website.

